The SnowVillage is a magical world of snow and ice. Lapland Hotels SnowVillage is located in Lainio, 30 kilometres
from Kittilä Airport, and only a short drive from Levi and Ylläs. More than 20 million kilos of snow and around 350 000
kilos of crystal-clear natural ice are used to build the spectacular Lapland Hotels SnowVillage. Each year, Lainio serves
as the location for this unique icy spectacle that covers almost two hectares and provides a magnificent combination
of hotel rooms, suites and ice sculptures, without forgetting the Ice Restaurant and Ice Bar.

HOTEL SERVICES
Log restaurant and
Ice Restaurant 250 persons

ACCOMMODATION CHOICES
Snow suites for 2–4 persons

8 cabins for 2–6 persons

•

The snow hotel has artistically
decorated suites for two and four
persons. There are also warm
facilities in the snow hotel for
the visitors’ convenience. These
facilities hold the sauna, showers,
bathrooms, a large living area
with a fireplace, and beds in case
you get too cold.

•

•

The uniquely decorated Lapland
Hotels SnowVillage snow suite
gives you a warm sleep in a highquality sleeping bag. The room
is made entirely out of snow and
the bed is decorated with an
ice frame. The snow suite price
includes a high-quality thermal
sleeping bag, a guided tour of
Lapland Hotels SnowVillage,
stay instructions and an inner
sleeping bag made of fleece, the
possibility to use indoor showers
and sanitary facilities, a wake-up
call with hot juice and a breakfast
at the log restaurant, and a
diploma for spending the
night in a snow suite.

The cosy cabins are located
near the services of Lapland
Hotels SnowVillage. The Log
restaurant and different programme services, such as snowmobile and husky safaris, can be
found near the hotel. The cabins
are close to a snowmobile route
and skiing tracks. The closest
grocery store is in Ylläsjärvi, 15
kilometres from the cabins. Ylläs
Ski Resort is approximately 20
kilometres away.

•

For more information on the
equipment level of the cabins, see
laplandhotels.com/snowvillage

Lounge bar
Ice Bar
• Lapland Safaris programme
services • Lapland Hotels Shop
• Guided tour of Lapland Hotels
SnowVillage • Diploma for spending
the night in a snow suite

DISTANCES
Ylläs 15 min
Levi 40 min
Kittilä Airport 20 min

CONTACT INFORMATION
Lainiotie 566, Kittilä
+358 (0)40 5890 858
snowvillage@laplandhotels.com

